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Abstract 
Seidl, H., Finite tree automata with cost functions, Theoretical Computer Science 126 (1994) 
113-142. 
Cost functions for tree automata are mappings from transitions to (tuples of) polynomials over some 
semiring. We consider four semirings, namely, N the semiring of nonnegative integers, A the “arctical 
semiring”, T the tropical semiring and F the semiring of finite subsets of nonnegative integers. We 
show: for semirings N and A it is decidable in polynomial time whether or not the costs of accepting 
computations is bounded; for Fit is decidable in polynomial time whether or not the cardinalities of 
occurring cost sets are bounded. In all three cases, we derive explicit upper bounds. For semiring T, 
we prove decidability of boundedness as well, but obtain a polynomial-time algorithm only in case 
that the degrees of occurring polynomials are at most 1. 
For N and A, we extend our results to multidimensional cost functions. 
0. Introduction 
Finite tree automata are finite-state devices which operate on labeled ordered trees. 
Cost functions c for tree automata map transitions to (tuples of) polynomials over 
some semiring R such that every computation obtains a cost ~(4) in R (resp. Rd in the 
multidimensional case). A pair of a finite tree automaton and a cost function is called 
a cost automaton. There are two reasons why we are interested in finite tree automata 
with cost functions. 
First, finite tree automata are an important tool of compiler generating systems like 
OPTRAN where they are applied for generating code selectors from descriptions of 
target machine assembly languages [2,4,12]. A generated tree automaton A is meant 
to traverse the abstract syntax tree of an input program. The different accepting 
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computations of A correspond to different possibilities of target machine code 
generation. From these, the “cheapest” one is selected according to some suitable cost 
measure. In fact, these measures are of a type similar to the cost functions we consider 
here. 
The second reason is of a more theoretical nature. In [l] Courcelle and 
Mosbah investigated MS (i.e. monadic second-order) evaluations on graphs and 
came up with a general method to translate these to evaluations of graph expressions 
over suitable semirings. Their method allows the derivation of polynomial algorithms 
for a huge class of problems on families of graphs like series parallel graphs, 
graphs definable by context-free hyperedge replacement grammars, etc. To be 
more specific, consider e.g. the family SP(C) of series parallel graphs with edge 
labels from C. It consists of acyclic digraphs with one source and one sink whose 
edges are labeled by elements from C. SP(C) can be defined inductively as 
follows: 
(1) A single directed edge e labeled by some UEC is in SP(C); 
(2) If Gi, G,ESP(C) then both the series and the parallel composition of G1 and G2 
are elements from SP(Z). The series composition is obtained from Gi and Gz by 
pasting the sink of G1 with the source of G2 whereas the parallel composition is 
obtained by pasting the two sources as well as the two sinks. 
Every series parallel graph can be represented by a graph expression, i.e. some tree 
over the ranked alphabet Cu{ 11;) w h ere symbols aeC represent edges labeled by 
a, and I/ have rank 2 and denote series and parallel composition, respectively. 
Let G denote the graph represented by the graph expression g (the binary operators 
written in infix notation): 
9 =u II ((0 4 II b). cl. 
If we are interested in the number of paths from the source to the sink of G, we use an 
evaluation of g over the semiring N of naturals. Namely, the leaves of the expression 
tree (i.e. the edges of G) are counted 1, whereas 11 and are viewed as the polynomials 
x1 +x2 and x1x2. Evaluating g, we obtain 3 as a result. 
To compute the length of the shortest path from the source to the sink of G, we 
employ the tropical semiring T where addition is n and multiplication is +. We 
attach cost one to the leaves; to /I and. we attach the polynomials xln x2 and xi +x2, 
respectively. The result is 1. 
The maximal breadth of G is computed over the “arctical” semiring A. Here, 
addition is u instead of n whereas multiplication is again +. As above, cost one is 
attached to the leaves of the expression, to /( we now attach the polynomial x1 +x2, 
and to . the polynomial xiu x2. Thus, evaluation of g yields 3. 
Finally, to compute the set ofputh lengths of G, we need semiring F which consists of 
all finite subsets of iV, where addition is set union and multiplication is addition of 
numbers extended to sets. We attach cost { 1) to the leaves of the expression. /I is 
interpreted as the polynomial x1ux2, and . as the polynomial xl +x2. The resulting 
set is { 1,2,3}. We are interested in decision problems like the following: 
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l Is there a global bound to the breadth of graphs described by graph expressions 
from some tree language L? 
l Is there a global bound to the length of the shortest path in graphs described by 
graph expressions from some tree language L? 
Provided the tree language L is the language accepted by some finite tree automaton 
A, the evaluation functions in question turn out to be cost functions for A over 
a suitable semiring R. Thus, decision problems of the above type correspond to 
boundedness problems for tree automata with cost functions over R. In [S], decid- 
ability was proved for the case of cost functions over Nor A. We improve their results 
by giving polynomial-time algorithms for boundedness in these cases. Our algorithms 
are based on syntuctic properties which are easy to test but which (at least for 
“parameter-reduced” automata) precisely characterize boundedness. Furthermore, we 
consider semirings T and F. In order to derive upper bounds in case of semiring T, we 
introduce a new technique to pump up different (even overlapping) subparts of 
a computation simultaneously. These upper bounds allow the construction of a poly- 
nomial-time algorithm (at least), provided the degrees of occurring polynomials are at 
most 1. In case of F, we show that it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not 
the cardinalities of cost sets of accepting computations are bounded or not. This 
polynomial-time algorithm is again based on a structural characterization of boun- 
dedness. Additionally, it makes use of the corresponding decision procedure for 
semiring A and a subroutine which decides whether or not the cardinalities of 
occurring cost sets are at most 1. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce our basic notation 
concerning trees and tree automata. In Section 2, we introduce semirings and 
notation concerning polynomials over semirings and cost functions. We give a 
general method to parameter-reduce R-cost automata (Theorem 2.3). In Section 3, 
we consider the case of l-dimensional cost functions for each of the semirings 
N, A, T and F (Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.19). For semirings N, A and F, we 
derive structural characterizations of boundedness which are decidable in polynomial 
time. For all four semirings, we provide explicit upper bounds depending only 
on structural parameters of the automata and cost functions in question. Section 4 
extends the results of Sections 2 and 3 to multidimensional cost functions for 
the semirings N and A (Theorems 4.1,4.4 and 4.6). Section 5 concludes with open 
problems. 
The present paper is an extended version of [ll]. It adds details about proofs 
and extends the boundedness result for T to the case of polynomials of arbitrary 
degree. 
1. Basics 
A ranked alphubet or signature is a pair (C,p) where C is a finite alphabet and 
p. C+ N, is a function mapping symbols to their ranks. Usually, if p is understood, we 
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write C for short and define Cj = p- ’ (j). The maximal j such that Cj#@ is called the 
rank of C. 
T, denotes the free C-algebra of (finite ordered C-labeled) trees, i.e. T, is the smallest 
set Tsatisfying (i) C,CT, and (ii) if aeC,,, and t,,...,t,ETthen a(t,,...,t,)ET. 
Note: (i) can be viewed as the subcase of (ii) where m=O. 
The set of nodes of t, O(t) is the subset of N” defined by O(t)= (E}U uj”= 1 j.O(t,), 
where t=a(tl,...,t,) for some aEC,, m>,O. The size 1 t1 of t is defined as the 
cardinality of O(t). For nodes r, r’ we write r < r’ (r < r’) to denote that r is a (proper) 
prefix of r’. If neither r < r’ nor r’ < r then we call r and r’ incomparable and write r z r’. 
t defines maps t(_): O(t)-+Z and t/_: O(t)+T, mapping the nodes o oft to their labels 
or the subtree of t with root o, respectively. We have 
if O=E 
and t/o= 
t if O=E 
if o=j.o’ tjl0’ if o=j.o’. 
Let X denote a set of variables of rank 0. Define T,(X)= Trvx. We use this different 
notation in order to indicate which variables are to be substituted. (Clearly, 
Tz c T,(X).) Assume tE T,(X). t is called X-proper iff every XEX occurs in t exactly 
once. If X = {x> we write x-proper instead of (x)-proper, and if X is understood we 
skip the prefix X. 
Every map 8: X+T,(X) can be extended to a map 6: Tz(X)-+Tz(X) by td= 
a(t, 8,. . , t,e) whenever t = a(t 1,. . , t,) with aEC. 0 is called X-substitution or simply 
substitution if X is understood. If X = {x1,. ,x,} and xie= ti, we denote t0 also by 
rCt1 , . . . , t,]. Of special importance is the case where the set X of variables which are 
to be substituted consists of just one element x. Assume x0= t2 and 
t,ETz(x)=Tz({x}). Then we write tle=t,t2. The set TX(x) is a monoid w.r.t. x- 
substitution. (The neutral element is x.) 
For teT,(X), we define the kth power tk oft by t’=t and for k>l, tk=ttl where 
x0= tkml for every XEX. Observe that even if t was proper, tk does not need to be 
proper as well. 
A $nite tree automaton (FTA for short) is a 4-tuple A =(Q, C, 6, QF) where Q is 
a finite set of states, QF z Q is the set of final states, C is the signature of input trees, and 
W_LCl Q x C, x Q” is the set of transitions of A; the transitions in 6nU,, 0 {q} x 
C, x Q” are also called q-transitions. 
For Sections l-3, let X denote the set of variables {Xj 1 jEfV}, and Xk the set 
of variables {xjljg[l,k]} for kgN. Let t=a(t I,... ,t,)E&(Xk) and q,ql,... ,qkEQ. 
A (q, q1 . . . qk)-computation C#J of A for t starts at variables Xj in states qj and consists of 
(pj,q1 . . . q&computations of A for the subtrees tj, j= l,... ,m, together with 
a transition (q, a,p, . . p,)~6 for the root. We write the state at the root to the left of 
the states at the variable leaves. This convention is chosen in accordance with our 
prefix notation of trees and the left-to-right order of substitutions. Formally, we 
represent 4 as a tree over signature 6 and set of variables Xk as follows. If t = Xj and 
q=qj then ~=xj. If t=a(tl,... ,t,) then $=r(4, ,..., 4,,,) where z=(q,a, p1 . ..p.)E6 
for suitable states pl,, . , p,,,~ Q and 4j is a (pj, q 1 . . . &)-computation for tj, j = 1,. . . , m. 
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The set of all (q, q1 . . q,)-computations is denoted by @@ql,,.qn). Assume Tut, 
and t=tO[tl,... , tk]. Assume & is a (q, p1 . . . pk)-computation for to, and 4i are 
(pi, q1 . . . q,)-computations for ti, i= l,... ,k. Then 40[$1 ,... , &] is a (q, qi . . . qm)- 
computation 4 of A for t. Conversely, if to contains exactly one occurrence of any Xj, 
j = l,... ,k (i.e. is X,-proper), then every (q, q1 . . . q,)-computation 4 for t can be 
uniquely decomposed into a (q, p1 ,.. pk)-computation 40 for to, and (pi, q1 . . . q,,,)- 
computations 4i for t i (for suitable states pi) such that 4 = @o [4i,. . , &I. pi is called 
subcomputation of 4 on ti. 
A (q, &)-computation is also called q-computation. A q-computation is called accept- 
ing iff qEQF. L(A)= {tE Tz 1 there is an accepting computation of A for t} is the 
language accepted by A. The size of A, IAI, is defined by IAl =&q,a,q,,,.q,je6 (m+2). 
For estimating the complexities of our algorithms, we always assume that the input 
signature Z is Jixed. Only the sets of states and transitions vary. Thus, especially, the 
rank of C is viewed as a constant. 
The algorithms for tree automata we consider mainly run on a data structure called 
the trace graph. For FTA A=(Q, C, 6, QF) the trace graph of A is the edge-labeled 
digraph G(A) = (V, E) where the set of vertices Vequals Q, and the set of edges E consists 
of all triples (q, (T, j), q’) where r = (q, a, q1 . . . q,,,) is a q-transition in 6 with qj = q’. 
Call a state qEQ useless if there is no accepting computation in which there occurs 
a q-transition, and useful otherwise. An FTA A is called reduced iff A has no useless 
states. Useless states can be removed without changing the “behavior” of A. We have 
now the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1. For every FTA A=(Q, C, 6, QF) there is an FTA A, = (Qr, C, 6,, Qr,F) 
with L(A)=L(A,) such that 
l QrsQ, 6,~d and Qr,F~QF; 
l A, is reduced. 
A, can be constructed from A in polynomial time. 
2. Cost automata 
In this section, we consider polynomials over semirings and introduce cost auto- 
mata. A (commutative) semiring R (with 0 and 1) is a Stuple R = (R, + , , 0,l) where 
(R, + ,O) and (R;, 1) are commutative monoids with neutral elements 0 and 1, 
respectively, such that 
O.a=O and a.(b+c)=(a.b)+(a.c) 
for all a, b, CER. R is also called the carrier of R. As usual, we also write rE R iff r is an 
element of the carrier of R. Especially, we consider the following four semirings. 
(1) The naturals N= (No, +, . , 0,l) with usual addition and multiplication; 
(2) The arctical semiring A with carrier N,u(--co} where addition is u and 
multiplication is + on integers extended by x + --co = -cc +x = -cc; 
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(3) The tropical semiring T with carrier No u (co} where addition is n and multipli- 
cation is + on integers extended by x + a = co +x = cc; 
(4) The semiring F whose carrier consists of all finite subsets of nonegative integers, 
where addition is set union, and multiplication is addition extended to sets i.e. 
A+B={a+blu~A, b6Bf. 
Observe that all four semirings have a natural (in case of F partial) ordering which, 
incaseofN,TandA,isderivedfromtheordering -oo<O<1<2<...<n<...<m. 
The ordering of F is given by set inclusion. For these orderings all finite least 
upper bounds exist. In N, A and T, we denote the least upper bound of an unbounded 
set of semiring elements by a. For F, the least upper bound of a finite number of 
semiring elements is their union. A least upper bound of an infinite number of 
elements from F is defined as their union as well ~ although it may no longer be an 
element of F. 
The set of polynomials over R with variables from X is denoted by R[X]. 
A monomial m is a polynomial of the form h.x”,*. . .xF. h is called the coeficient, 
ands,+~~~+~,thedegreeofm.Thesizeofm,~m~isdefinedas~m~=1+#{j)~j#O}. 
The latter definition refers to the intuition that both, every semiring element and 
every exponent can be stored in one storage cell of a random access machine (with 
uniform cost measure). For simplicity, we assume that such a machine can execute 
comparisons and semiring operations of two elements r,r’ER in one step. Also, 
for every semiring homomorphism H: R +R’ and rE R, H(r) can be computed 
in one step. Thus, a polynomial algorithm (say, for a Turing machine) is only 
obtained from a polynomial algorithm for such a RAM if each involved comparison, 
semiring operation and application of homomorphism can be executed in polynomial 
time. 
For our purposes, we assume that a polynomial ~ER[X] is always given as 
a (possibly empty) sum of monomials where no monomial has a coefficient 0 and for 
twomonomialsm=h~x”,‘~..:x~andm’=h’~x~’~... .xE” of p, ej #ES for at least one j. 
Because of commutativity and associativity of “+“, we consider two polynomials as 
equal whenever they contain the same set of monomials. Especially, p = 0 iff the set of 
monomials of p is empty. Note that for semiring R= N, different polynomials also 
define different functions. This need not be the case for R # N. 
The degree of polynomial p is the maximal degree of a monomial in p whereas we 
choose the size of p as the sum of the sizes of the monomials in p. The set of 
polynomials over R with variables from X of degree at most 1 is also denoted by 
R(‘)[X]. Variable xj occurs in p, or p depends on xj iff p contains a monomial 
h.x”,‘.... .xE” with sj#O. 
As for substitutions, a map Q:X+R[X] can be extended to a map R[X]+R[X] 
which is denoted by 0 as well. For f~ R[X], f0 returns a polynomial representing the 
functional composition of the functions denoted by f and the xie. If f E R then ,f0 = 11 
Iff=xeX thenfB=xB. Iff=fi*f2 f or *E{ +;} then f0=(j1Q)*(.f20). As for trees, 
we call 0 an X-substitution or substitution, if X is understood. If X = {x 1,. , x, ) and 
xi@=fi, we denote fQ by f[fr,...,fJ and also write ffi for f[,fr]. 
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Fact 2.1. Assume RE{N, A, F} and p is a polynomial in R[x] =R[ ix}]. Then the 
following holds: 
(1) Zfbl,b2ER and bl<b2 then p[b,]<p[b,]. 
(2) Assume x occurs in p and bER. 
l If RE{N, A}, then p[b] > b. 
l If R=F then #p[b]a #b. 
Assume A = (Q, Z, 6, QF) is an FTA and R is a semiring. An R-cost function for A is 
a mapping c:6-+R[X] where c(T)ER[X,] provided r=(q,a,q,...q,). c(_) is ex- 
tended to computations 4 in the natural way. If 4 =xj then c(4)=xj. If c$= 
r(41,... , 4,) for some t~6 then ~(4) =c(r)[c($r), . , c(@,)]. 
The following notion of a monomial expression of a computation is crucial when 
dealing with semirings A and T. Let MR[X] denote the set of monomials over 
R different from 0. A monomial expression (short form: expression) of a (q, q1 qk)- 
computation 4 # x j is a mapping (5 :0 -+MR[X] with 0 c O(4) such that: 
(1) For rE0, #(r)=xj implies o(r)=xj. Otherwise, a(r) is a monomial of 4(r). 
(2) EGO. If rE0 and o(r)=h. ny=, x7 then rjG0 iff Ejfo. 
The set of all expressions of C$ is denoted by ME(4). The domain of an expression 
CJ is also referred to as O(g). The monomial o(r) is the monomial chosen by CJ at r. For 
rEO(a) define the cost c(r) inductively as follows: If 4(r) = xj then c(r) = xj. Otherwise, 
ifa(r)=h.ny=,~:~ then c(r)=h.nEJ+oc(rj)EJ.. 
Finally, let c(G)=c(E). Our basic observation is that 
c($)=~ (44 I c=MWd)). 
Let ~:O+MR[X] be an expression of computation C$ and rE0. Then o/r is the 
expression of 4/r with O(a/r) = {r’ 1 rr’E0) which is defined by a/r(r’) = a(rr’). Accord- 
ingly, assume C#J = $ [C#J 1,. . . , cjk] for proper $ such that the occurrences rj of variables 
xj are in 0. Then 0 can be decomposed into an expression co of I/J and expressions 
aj = C/Yj Of 4j. We write CJ = 00 [O,, . . , cTk 1. Note that a similar decomposition may not 
be possible in case $ is not proper since 0 possibly contains different expressions for 
different occurrences of the same ~j. In case not all rj are in O(a), we also write 
o=ao[a, , . . . , ok] and define Oj = 0 whenever rj$O(a). 
An R-cost automaton M is a pair M = (A, c) where A is the FTA underlying M and 
c : S+R[X] is an R-cost function for A. 
The size of M consists of the size of A together with the space to represent c. Hence, 
we define IMI=(AJ+C_, Ic(r)I. 
The set of costs of A w.r.t. c, c(A) is defined by 
c(A)= (c(4) I cj accepting computation of A} 
In case RE{N, A, T}, we are interested in whether the least upper bound of costs 
UM = UC(A) is finite. I n case R= F, we are interested in whether the least upper 
bound of cost cardinalities #M = U{ #BI BEC(A)} is finite. If so, we say that the 
costs of M are bounded (in short, M is bounded). 
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We would like to eliminate costs of subcomputations which do not contribute to 
the final cost. Consider e.g. the semiring N. A subcomputation may not contribute to 
the final cost if its cost is multiplied by 0. It turns out that we can decide “online” 
whether or not a given subcomputation has cost 0 (or, if we like, 1). In order to have 
a machinery general enough to cope with semirings A, T and F as well, we introduce 
the notion of faithful subsets of semirings. 
Assume H : R-+R’ is a surjective homomorphism of semirings where R’ is finite. 
Subset EGR is called faithful (via H) iff EG{~ERIH-‘(H(~))={~}). 
Examples 2.2. For every m~fV, 
(1) [0, m - l] is a faithful subset of N, 
(2) {-co}u[O,m-11 is a faithful subset of A, 
(3) [0, m - l] u { cc} is a faithful subset of T, and 
(4) 2t0,“-‘l is a faithful subset of F. 
In all these four cases of faithful subsets E z R, the subset E is faithful via some 
homomorphism H,: R-R,,, where R, is a finite semiring obtained from R by an 
appropriate “truncation”. 
(1) N, is the semiring with carrier [0, m] where addition + m and multiplication .,,, 
are defined by x Smy=mn(x+y) and x.,y=mn(x.y) such that H,(x)=xnm. 
(2) A, is the semiring with carrier { -a} u [0, m] ordered by - cc < 0 < 1 < ... <m. 
As for A, addition is u and multiplication is + m defined by x + m y = m n (x + y) where 
“t” here is ordinary addition extended by - co +x=x + - cc = - a. Again, 
H,(x)=x n m. 
(3) Analogous to A,, T, is the semiring with carrier [0, m] u(a) ordered by 
O< 1 < ... cm< co. Addition is now n and multiplication is +m defined by 
x+~=co+x=co,andx+,y=mn(x+y)wheneverx#cc#y.Now,H,(x)=coif 
x= cc and H,(x)=x n m otherwise. 
(4) Finally, F, is the semiring with carrier 2[“~m-‘1u{~} for some new symbol U. 
Addition in F,,, is set union extended by xuu = uux = U, whereas multiplication + m is 
defined by 
A +,B= 
{a+blu~A, bGB} if u+b<m for all UGA, bGB, 
u otherwise. 
Now, H,(B)=B if Bc[O,m-1] and H,(B)=u otherwise. 
Since all the semirings R, are finite, we can incorporate the evaluation of cost 
functions H, c into the computation of the tree automaton itself. Assume M = (A, c) is 
an R-cost automaton where A is reduced and Es R is faithful where OEE. M is called 
E-reduced iff there are sets U,(M), eEE, such that a q-computation has cost e iff 
qE U,(M). 
We would like to use information about costs of subcomputations to “simplify” the 
polynomials involved. We call M E-parameter-reduced iff M is E-reduced and the 
following holds: 
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(1) For every eeE different from 0, Ue(M)&QF, and no state qEU,(M) occurs as 
a successor state qj in some transition (q, a, q1 . . . qk)E6. 
(2) If r& is a q-transition with qEU,(M) then c(r)=e. 
(3) For every transition r =(q, a, ql.. qk)E6, Xj does not occur in c(z) iff qjE Uo(M). 
For our characterizations of bounded costs, we will refer only to E-parameter- 
reduced R-cost automata where E = (0, 1). For simplicity, we skip the prefix “E-” in 
this case. 
Before we explain the corresponding results, we first convince ourselves that we 
may always assume (w.1.o.g.) that the cost automata in question are parameter- 
reduced. For this we prove Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 2.3. Assume R is a semiring, and E G R is faithful via H : R+ R’ with OE E. 
(1) For every R-cost automaton M =(A, c) there is an E-reduced R-cost automaton 
M, =(A,, c,) such that 
l L(A)=L(A,) and c(A)=c,(A,), 
l ifn is the number of states of A and L the rank of the input signature then A, has at 
most (#R’).n states and JM,/<lMI.(#R’)L, 
l M, can be constructed by a RAM in polynomial time. 
(2) For every E-reduced R-cost automaton M =(A,c) there is an E-parameter- 
reduced R-cost automaton M, = (A,, cP) such that 
l L(A) = L(A,) and c(A) = cp(A,); 
l if A has n states then A, has at most 2.n states and IMpI 62.lMI. 
l M, can be constructed by a RAM in polynomial time. 
Proof. The E-reduced cost automaton according to statement (1) is obtained from 
M simply by adding an extra component from R’ to the states which records the 
image of the cost of a subcomputation under H. Formally, we construct a cost 
automaton M,=(AO,cO) with A,=(Qo,C,60,Qo,F) where Qo=QxR’ with QO,F= 
QFxR’ and 6,, consists of all transitions (z,~)=((q,r),~,(q~,r,)... (qk,rk))ES 
where T=(q,a,ql . . . qk)E8, F=(rl ,... ,r,)ERk and r=H’c(r)[r, ,... ,rk]. For each such 
transition we put co((r,F))=c(z). 
Now, the E-reduced cost automaton M, is obtained from M0 by removing useless 
states and transitions and restricting the cost function c0 to the set of remaining 
transitions. 
Assume M =(A, c) is an E-reduced cost automaton where A= (Q, C, 6, QF). The idea 
of the construction of an E-parameter-reduced cost automaton according to state- 
ment (2) is the following. We add a tag from (0, l} to the states of A, “0” means that the 
actual occurrence is situated in a subcomputation which finally is substituted into 
a variable not occurring in the polynomial in question. Opposed to that, costs 
generated at states marked “1” contribute to the final cost result. Formally, define 
a cost automaton M,=(A,,c,), with Al =(Q1,C,S1,Q1,F), by 
Q1=Qx{O,l) with Q1,F=QF~{l}, 
where 6i and c 1 are defined as follows. 
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Consider r=(q,a,ql . . . q&6. Then (~,O)=((q,o), a, (ql,O) ... (qk,0))~81 where 
ci((z,O))=O. If qEU,(M)nQF for some BEE then also (t, l)=((q, l), a, (ql,O) ... 
(qk,O))Ec?jl with c((r, l))=e. 
Furthermore, if q$U,(M) for any eeE, define p=c(~)[s,,...,s~] where sj=ej if 
qj~U,,(M) for ejeE and sj=Xj otherwise. Then also (r, l)=((q, l), a, (qi, pi) ... 
(qk,/Ik))EoI wherefij=l ifxj occursin~and/?~=Ootherwise. We put cr((r,l))=p. 
Finally, the E-parameter-reduced cost automaton according to statement (2) is 
obtained from M1 by removing useless states and transitions and restricting ci to the 
set of remaining transitions. 0 
As a corollary we obtain the following. 
Corollary 2.4. (1) For RE{N, T, A}, it can be decided for a given R-cost automaton 
M = (A, c) and me N in time polynomial in 1 M 1 and m, whether or not u M < m. Forfixed 
mE:N, it can be decided for a given F-cost automaton M =(A, c) in polynomial time 
whether or not c(A) c 2r09mP ‘I. 
(2) Let RE (N, T, A, F}. For every R-cost automaton M =(A, c), a parameter-reduced 
R-cost automaton M,=(A,,c,) can be constructed in polynomial time with L(A)= 
L(A,) and c(A)=c,(A,). 
3. Upper bounds for bounded costs 
In the next four subsections, we successively consider semirings N, A, T and F. In 
case of the semirings N, A and F, we present syntactical properties which characterize 
bounded costs of parameter-reduced cost automata and can be decided in polynomial 
time (Theorems 3.2, 3.4 and 3.19). For all four semirings N, A, T and F, we derive 
explicit upper bounds which for semiring T also proves decidability of boundedness 
(Theorem 3.5). 
3.1. The semiring N 
In this subsection, we consider costs in the semiring N. 
Fact 3.1. Assume p~N[x] and b${O, l}. Then either p[b] >b or peNu{x). 
The N-cost automaton M =(A, c) has property (N) iff 
(N) For every edge (q, (7, j), q’) of a strong component of the trace graph G(A), 
C(Z)=0 or C(Z)=Xj. 
Obviously, it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not M has property 
(N). Now, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.2. For a parameter-reduced N-cost automaton M = (A, c) the following three 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is bounded, 
(2) M has property (N), 
(3) MM6 
i 
[(L + l).H]” if k= 1, 
[(L+ l)k.H]k” if k> 1, 
where n is the number of states of A, L is the rank of the input signature, H and k are, 
respectively, upper bounds for the coefhcients and degrees of polynomials occurring in c. 
It can be decided in polynomial time whether or not a given N-cost automaton M is 
bounded. 
Proof. Assume M does not have property (N). Then there is an accepting computa- 
tion 4 = $11c/2$3 for proper (f; q)-computation $i, proper (q, q)-computation $2 and 
q-computation G3 such that c($~)$N and ~(Ic/~)#xi. Especially, it contains the 
variable x1. It follows that c($~)${O, l} since M is parameter-reduced. Hence, by 
Fact 3.1 for every k> 1, c($5$3)=c($2)kc($S)>k- 1 +c($3)>k. Since M is para- 
meter-reduced, c($,)$N. Hence, by Fact 2.1(2), ~($~$~$~)=c(II/~)c($~)~c($~)>k, 
and the costs of M cannot be bounded. Therefore, (1) implies (2). 
Since statement (3) trivially implies (l), it remains to show that (2) implies the upper 
bounds given in (3). So, assume M has property (N). We claim that for every accepting 
computation 4 of M, some accepting computation 4’ exists with c(4) =c(q5’) such that 
every node rEO($‘) has length Iri < n. Clearly, this claim implies the upper bounds 
given under (3). 
To prove our claim, consider an accepting computation 4’ with c(#)=c(~‘) such 
that #0(4’) is minimal under all such computations. For a contradiction, assume 
ran for some node rcO(+‘). Then r=rIr2rg for some rz #E such that both 4’(rJ and 
4’(r1rz) are q-transitions for some state q. We can decompose 4’ into 4’=4142d3 
where 4~ =4’CxJrJ, 42 =4’lr1 CxJrA, and 43 = 4’/r1r2. Since M has property (N), 
c(~~)E(O, xi}. Therefore, c(4’)=~(4~@~). Since 4143 is an accepting computation and 
# 0(+,4,)< # O(4’) this gives a contradiction. 0 
3.2. The semiring A 
Next, we consider costs in the semiring A. 
Fact 3.3. Assume p~A[x] and b${ -a,O}. Th en either pk[b] > k for all k>O or p has 
one of the forms p=a or p=a u x for some aEA. 
The A-cost automaton M = (A, c) has property (A) iff 
(A) for every edge (q, (7, j),q’) of a strong component of the trace graph G(A), 
C(S)= --CO or C(Z)=pUXj where pEA[X\{xjj]. 
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Obviously, it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not M has property (A). 
Now, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume M =(A, c) is a parameter-reduced A-cost automaton. The follow- 
ing three statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is bounded, 
(2) M has property (A), 
where n is the number of states of A, L is the rank of the input signature, H and k are, 
respectively, upper bounds for the coejicients and degrees of polynomials occurring in c. It 
can be decided in polynomial time whether or not a given A-cost automaton M is bounded. 
Proof. The proof of implication (l)*(2) is analogous to the proof of the correspond- 
ing implication of the last theorem. Assume M does not have property (A). Then there 
is an accepting computation $=$1$21c/3 for proper (f; q)-computation $i, proper 
(q,q)-computation ij2 and q-computation ij3 such that c($*) neither is in A nor in 
A u x1. Especially, it contains an occurrence of xi. Since M is parameter-reduced, 
c(&)${-co,O}. Hence, by Fact 3.3 for every k> 1, c($“,tj3)=c(11/2)kc($3)>k. Also, 
since M is parameter-reduced, xi occurs in c($i). Hence, by Fact 2.1(2), c($~$:$~)= 
~($i)c($~)~c(tj~)> k and the costs of M cannot be bounded. Therefore, (1) implies (2). 
Since implication (3)*(l) is again trivial, it only remains to deal with implication 
(2)*(3). Assume 4 is an accepting computation of A. According to the basic observa- 
tion in Section 2, c(4) = u {C(G) 1 ~EME(~)}. 
We claim that for every ~EME(~), some expression 8’ of some accepting computa- 
tion 4’ exists with c(a) = ~(a’) such that every node rEO(a’) has length Irl <n. Clearly, 
this claim implies the upper bounds given under (3). 
To prove our claim, consider an expression 0’ of some accepting computation 4’ 
with c(a) = c(g)) such that # O(o’) is minimal under all such expressions. For a contra- 
diction, assume r3 n for some node rEO(o’). Then r =r1rzr3 for some r2 #E such that 
both q5’(r,) and $‘(rlrz) are q-transitions for some state q. We can decompose 0’ into 
G’= c10203 where g1 is an expression of 4’[x,/r,], c2 is an expression of 4’/ri [x,/r,], 
and cr3 is an expression of 4’/rlrz. Since M has property (A), c(az)=xl. Therefore, 
~(a’) = c(al rr3). Since # O(a, 03) < # O(o’), this gives a contradiction. 0 
3.3. The semiring T 
In this subsection, we consider costs in the semiring T. So, let M =(A, c) be a T-cost 
automaton where A = (Q, C, 6, Qr). Here, we do not have such a simple character- 
ization for bounded costs as in the two former cases. 
The set MT[X] of monomials m over T can be viewed as the set N”‘[X] of 
polynomials over N of degree at most 1. On N”‘[X] there is a natural partial 
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ordering < where for mi=hi+~~=1 si,j’xj, mI<m2 iff hl<h2 and for allj, sl,j<sZ,j. 
In this case, m,[br ,..., bkJ<mz[bl ,... ,bJ for all b1 ,... ,b,eN,,. 
A monomial m is redundant in polynomial PE T[X] iff p contains some monomial 
m’ #m with m’ dm. Redundant monomials m of p can be removed without changing 
the functional behavior of p. A cost function c: 6 +T[X] is called irredundant iff for 
every t~6, c(5) contains no redundant monomials. The removal of redundant mono- 
mials of c can be done in polynomial time together with the construction of the 
parameter-reduced automaton M, corresponding to M. Therefore, we assume w.1.o.g. 
that M is already parameter-reduced, and that c is irredundant. 
Assume 4 is a computation. Monomial r~ of 4 contains a costly cycle iff some 
r = rl r,r3EO(a) exists such that 
l both q5(rl) and q5(rIr2) are q-transitions for some qEQ; 
l rl <r’j<rIr2 exists in O(a) such that a(r’)>xj. 
The main result of this subsection is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Assume M =(A, c) is a parameter-reduced T-cost automation such that 
c is irredundant. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is bounded, 
(2) for every accepting computation C#J of A, an expression o of 4 exists having no 
costly cycle, 
where n is the number of states of A, and H and k are upper bounds of the coejicients and 
the degrees, respectively, of the polynomials in c. It is decidable whether or not a T-cost 
automaton M = (A, c) is bounded, the algorithm runs even in polynomial time whenever 
the degrees of polynomials in c are bounded by 1. 
Proof. Assertion (3) trivially implies (1). For deciding boundedness, we can by Corol- 
lary 2.4(2), assume w.1.o.g. that M =(A, c) is parameter-reduced with irredundant c. 
Provided the upper bounds of (3) hold, we conclude from Corollary 2.4(l) that it can 
be decided whether or not M is bounded. If this upper bound is polynomial in the size 
of M, the algorithm even runs in polynomial time. 
For a proof that (2) implies (3), let g be an expression of some accepting computa- 
tion q5 without costly cycle. Since ~(4) d c(a), it suffices to show that the cost of 0 can 
be bounded appropriately. We claim that some expression o’ of some accepting 
computation 4’ exists without costly cycle but with C(CJ) = ~(a’) such that every node 
rEO(a’) has length IrI <n. Clearly, this claim implies the upper bounds given under (3). 
To prove our claim, consider an expression 0’ of some accepting computation 4’ 
without costly cycle and with c(a) = ~(a’) such that # O(o’) is minimal under all such 
expressions. For a contradiction, assume Irl>n for some node rEO(a’). Then 
r = rl r2r3 for some r2 #E such that both q5’(rI) and 4’( rlr2) are q-transitions for some 
state q. We can decompose G’ into d=c10203 where o1 is an expression of @[xI/rI], 
~7~ is an expression of 4’/rI [xI/rz], and ~7~ is an expression of 4’/rlr2. Since IJ’ 
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contains no costly cycle, c(a2)=x1. Therefore, c(o’)=c(01a3). Since 01g3 does not 
contain a costly cycle either and # O(a1cr3)< # O(o’), this gives a contradiction. 
It remains to prove that (1) also implies (2). The idea of the proof is the following. 
Assume (2) does not hold. Then an accepting computation 4 exists such that every 
expression of C/J contains a costly cycle. We pump up all these cycles simultaneously to 
obtain an accepting computation of arbitrarily high costs. We interrupt the proof in 
order to introduce some machinery to treat simultaneous pumping. Note that some 
care has to be taken since pumping in one place may introduce new places where 
pumping has to be performed. To study this formally, we introduce the notion of 
residual decompositions. 
Assume ~EQ(~,@. A decomposition f of C#J is given by proper computations ~O~@(P.q), 
*E@ (q*q.,.q) and CJ~~,...,~~E@(~~‘) such that #=c$~I/J[~~,...,$~]. 
Equivalently, the decomposition f of C$J may be described by a pair (r, R) where 
rEO(d,,) is the leaf in 40 labeled by x1 and R is the set of leaves of $ labeled by 
variables xi. r is also called root of f: 
A node o of 4 is factored by f= (r, R) iff o = rr’o’ for some r’sR. Assume k >, 1. 
Pumping C$ up k times w.r.t. 5 we obtain computation #f,k= do$k[~l, . . . , +,J. 
For C#I and decomposition f= (r, R ) of C$ define 0 _ 1(f) as the set of nodes o of C#J of 
which r is not a prefix; O,(f) is the set of proper prefixes of elements in R, O1 (f) is the 
set of nodes in 4/r which are incomparable to every node in R; and O,(f) is the set of 
nodes o in 4/r which have a prefix in R. 
Example 3.6. Let ~#~=a(bc,a(a(c, c) c))=$&[~~, ~~5~1 where ~~5~=a(bc, x1), $= 
a(a(xi, c), x2); C$ 1 = c and (p2 = c. Then this decomposition can be written as f= (r, R) 
with r=2 and R={l.l,2}. 
We have O_,(f)={.s, 1, l.l}; O,(f)={&, 1); O,(f)={1.2}; and O,(f)={1.1,2}. 
Using these definitions, we can partition the nodes of 4 as follows: 
0(4=O-l(f )ur.Odf )ur.O,(f )ur.Odf). 
Accordingly, the set of nodes of the kth pump $‘3k of 4 is partitioned: 
O(~~~k)=O_l(f)ur.R~k-1.00(f)ur.R~k-1.Ol(f)ur.Rk-1.02(f) 
where Rck-’ =U{Rjl jE[O,k-11). 
Thus, every node o~0($1) gives rise to a set 0,~0(4~*“), namely, 




o1 if o=rol with o,EO,(f), 
rR Sk-1 o1 if o=rol with o,EO,(f), 
k-l rR o1 if o=rol with o,EO,(f), 
such that O(4f3k)= u {O,) oeO(c/~)}. 
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For our application, we are only interested in nodes o’ in 0, which do not have 
proper prefixes in 0,. Therefore, we define the set RES,,,(o) of residuals of o as the set 
of minimal elements in O,, i.e. 
0 if o~O_,(f), 
VS Sk-1 
RESs,&‘)= 
o1 if o=ror with o,~O~(f), 
rR Sk-1 o1 if o=rol with oI~OI(f), 
rRk-’ 01 if o=rol with ol~OZ(f), 
where S={r’~Rlnot o,<r’}. 
Note that the definition of RES,,,(o) differs from 0, only in the second line. 
Example (continued). Consider the decomposition f of 4 above. Then 





and, for 0=2.1.2~r.O,(f), 
RESs,2(o)=2.{l.l,2}“‘. 1.2={2.1.2,2.1.1.1.2,2.2.1.2}. 
We have the following result. 
Proposition 3.7. (1) Assume o, o’~O(4). If o < o’ then 
v’02ERESs,k(o’) 30,ERESf,k(o): o1 <oz. 
(2) If ol,o2ERES/,k(o) for some o~O(4) then o1 #02 implies o1 #02. 
Besides the decomposition f= (Y, R) consider a second decomposition f’ = (r’ R’) 
of 4. f’ gives rise to a set RES,,,( f’) of residual decompositions (in short residuals). 
This set of decompositions of 4 fsk is determined in two steps. First, we compute the 
sets 
SO=RESf,k(r’) and S1 =RESs,k(Y’ R’)= U RES,,,(o). 
OEl’R’ 
The set So gives the set of roots of the residual decompositions. By Proposition 3.7(l), 
the nodes in S1 can be partitioned into sets S,, we&,, where S, contains all nodes 
from S1 of which w is a prefix. Define R, as the set of minimal elements of 
{or I woI~S,}. Finally, set RESf,,(f’)={(w, R,) 1 WE&}. 
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We make the following simple observations: 
l If r’#r then RESf,Jf’)={f’}. 
l If r’ is a prefix of r then RES,,,{ j’} = { (Y’, R”)} for some set of nodes R”. 
. R&,,(f)={<r, RkH. 
l If r’=ro,Er02(f) then RESf,,(f’)={(o, R’) 1o~r-R~~lo,}. 
Proposition 3.8 follows from the above definition and Proposition 3.7. 
Proposition 3.8. If node o of 4 is factored by f’ then every oERES,,,(o) is factored by 
some ggRESS,k(f’). 
We return to the investigation of monomial expressions. Assume f= (r, R) is the 
decomposition q5 = &,$ [4i,. . . , cj~~] where rj is a proper (q, q . q)-computation and 
41, . . . , $d are q-computations. Then the set of expressions of 4f,k consists of all 
a=ae[o’] where ao~ME(&,) and CJ’ is an expression of $k[41,... ,4,,] whenever xi 
occurs in c and cc otherwise. ME(tjk[4,,... , qbd]) is inductively determined as 
follows. 
Ifk=l then ME($k[4,,... , 4d]) consists of all expressions rr[ol,. . , ad] where c is 
an expression of $ and Oj is an expression of ~j provided xj occurs in cr and 
cc otherwise. If k> 1 then ME($k[#,,... ,4J) consists of all expressions 0 [o 1, , od] 
where r~ is an expression of II/ and ~j is an expression of $“- ’ [c$~, . . . , (bk] provided Xj 
occurs in CJ and a3 otherwise. 
Note that according to this iterative composition of expressions, an expression of 
4Svk may contain different expressions for different occurrences of the same @j. Call 
a set B G O($) exhaustive (for 4) if B contains a node of every monomial expression of 
4. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. If a set B G O(C#J) 1s exhaustive then RESf,k(B) is exhaustive as well. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, f= (E, R). Therefore, let f be the decomposition 
4 = $ [4i,. . , qbd] where $ is a proper (q, q . . . q)-computation. We proceed by induc- 
tion on k. If k= 1 then the assertion trivially holds. So assume k> 1. Let ~EME(+~*~). 
Then a=a’[o,,..., CTJ where ~‘EME($) and crj is an expression of $k-l[#l,... ,4k] 
provided xj occurs in G (and co otherwise). If B contains some node b of cr’ not in 
R then bERESJ,k(b) is a node of cr, and the assertion follows. Otherwise, 0’ must contain 
some leaf rE R labeled with, say xj. Moreover, by inductive assumption, RES,, k _ 1 (B) 
contains some node b’ of ~j. If b’ is from R ‘k-2bforsomebE01(f)orfromRk-2bfor 
some bgO,(f), rb’ is in RES,,,(b)cRES,,,(B), and we are done. Otherwise, b’ESGk-*b 
for some bcO,(f) where S={T’ER 1 not b<r’). Theneither rES and rb’ERESf,k(b), or 
r$S. But then b is a proper prefix of r, and b is a node from RES,,,(b) in O(G). 0 
A decomposition f= (r, R) of a q-computation 4 has cost at least k iff for every 
expression a of 4 and r’ER with rr’EO(a), nodes r -=c o1 j, < ... <ok jk <rr’ exist such 
that for K= l,... , k, a(o,)>xj,. 
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Assume F=(fi,...,fm} IS a set of decompositions f, of 4. F is called complete for 
a set BEO(~) iff every node oeB is factored by some decomposition f, in F. 
If, furthermore, every f, has cost at least k, then F is called k-complete for B. 
Proposition 3.10. (1) If a node b of an expression r~ of 4 is factored by a decomposition 
f of 4 with cost at least k then c(a) 2 k. 
(2) If B is exhaustive and 4 has a set F of decompositions which is k-complete for 
B then c(4) > k. 
Note that Proposition 3.10 no longer holds when M is not parameter-reduced! 
From Propositions 3.7 and 3.8, we deduce the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.11. (1) If F is complete for B then RES,,,(F)= Uf.EF RES,,,(f’) is 
complete for RES,,,(B). 
(2) If f’ has cost at least h then every decomposition in RES,,,( f ‘) also has cost at 
least h. 
Proposition 3.12. Assume C$ is an accepting computation, BsO(4) is exhaustive, and 
F is a set of decompositions of 4 which is l-complete for B. Then for every k> 1, an 
accepting computation $I’, an exhaustive set B’ c O(4’) and a set F’ of decompositions of 
4’ exist such that F’ is k-complete for B’. 
Propositions 3.10 and 3.12 can be applied to obtain a proof of Theorem 3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5 (continued). Assume statement (2) does not hold. Then some 
accepting computation 4 exists such that every expression CJ of 4 has a costly cycle, i.e. 
O(a) contains some leaf b, = rC, 1 r,, 2 ro, 3 such that 
(1) both 4(r,, 1) and 4(r’,, lr,,z) are q-transitions for some q; 
(2) some node oj d r,, 2 exists such that a(o) > Xj, and 
(3) r,,z is chosen to be of minimal length with this property. 
Let B= {b, 1 acME(4)}. By assumption, B is exhaustive. A set F of decompositions of 
4 is obtained as follows. First, we collect all nodes r,, 1 of all costly cycles. Call this set 
upper set U. Secondly, for every rE U, we collect all lower nodes rO, z where ro, 1 = r. 
Call this set lower set L,. We claim that L, is prefix-free for every rtzU. Assume this 
were not the case. Then expressions r~ and 0’ exist such that ro, 1 = ro8, 1 and ro,2 is 
a proper prefix of r,8,2. By assumption some r’j <r,,2 exists with a(r’)>xj. Since 
r’jEO(a’) also o’(r’) 2 xj. Since the polynomial 4(r)) contains no redundant mono- 
mial, o’(r’) must be different from Xj. Hence, we might as well have chosen r0,2 as 
lower node of the costly cycle for r~’ - in contradiction to our minimality assumption. 
We conclude that L, is prefix-free. Thus, the set F = { (r, L,) 1 rEU} is a set of 
decompositions of 4. By definition, it is complete for B. Let 4 = &$ [41,. . . , c#J,,,] be 
the decomposition (r, R) from F. If a monomial chosen at a node o by some 
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expression of 4 is > Xj, then by irredundance of c, all monomials chosen for o by any 
other expression cr’ of I$ containing node oj are greater than xj. It follows that (r, R) 
has cost at least 1. We conclude that F is even l-complete for B. Therefore, we can 
apply Proposition 3.12 to 4, B and F to deduce that for every k, there is a computation 
c$‘, an exhaustive set B’cO($‘) and a set F’ of decompositions of 4 which is 
k-complete for B. By Proposition 3.10, ~(4’) 3 k; therefore, M cannot be bounded. 0 
The rest of this subsection is concerned with a proof of Proposition 3.12. 
Proof of Proposition 3.12. Assume the set of decompositions of 4 is F = {fl, . . . ,fm} 
where rp is the root off,. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
if p < p’ then rp is not a prefix of rp.. (*I 
For h=O,... , m, we inductively define computations 4h, exhaustive sets B,,cO(&,) 
and sets Fh of decompositions of &,. 
Forh=O,weset$,=~,B,=BandF,=F.~,=~, ‘l,k, i.e. 41 is obtained from &, by 
pumping up 4 k times w.r.t. fi. Accordingly, B1 = RES,,,, (B) and F1 = RES,,., (F,). 
According to Proposition 3.9, B1 is exhaustive and F1 is complete for B1. By assump- 
tion (*), the sets of residual decompositions of f2,. , fm consist of just single elements, 
say.fi,,,...,fi,,, respectively, where the roots of fi,, and f, coincide. We can proceed 
with pumping up 4i k times w.r.t. fi,z to obtain C#J~ where now Bz = RESfl,2,k (B,) 
and Fz= RES,,,,,, Vi). 
In general, assume $,, _ 1, Bh _ 1 and Fh 1 are already computed and fh _ 1 , hr.. , fh _ 1 ,m 
are the decompositions in Fh_ I with roots rh, . . . ,I-,. Then we define &,= #if,, 
&,=RES/,k(Bh_l) and Fh=RESf,k(Fh_l) where f=fh-l,h. 
We claim that B, is exhaustive and F, is k-complete for B,. For a proof of this 
claim call a set F of decompositions of C#J k-complete for set B up to F’ c F iff F is 
complete for B and the following hold: 
(1) every decomposition f~ F \ F’ has cost at least k, 
(2) every decomposition ~EF’ has cost at least 1. 
We claim that for h = 0,. . , m, 
l Bh is exhaustive, 
l Fh is k-complete for B up to { fh,h+ 1,. . . , fh,,,}. 
Proposition 3.12 is the special instance of this statement where h=m. The first 
assertion follows by induction on h from Proposition 3.9. The second claim is proved 
in three steps: For every hg (0,. . , m}, 
l F,, is complete for Bh, 
l every decomposition in F,, has cost at least 1, 
l every decomposition in F,,\ ( f h,h+l ,..., fh,,,} has cost at least k. 
By assumption, F. = F is l-complete for B0 = B. Therefore, the first two statements 
follow from Proposition 3.1 l(1) and (2) by induction on h. 
The third statement is also proved by induction on h. For h=O, it trivially holds. 
Assume the assertion holds for h - 1. Then the inductive step “h- 1 -+h” follows from 
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Proposition 3.1 l(1) and the fact that if decomposition f has cost at least 1 then the 
residual decomposition in RES,,,(f) has cost at least k. 0 
3.4. The semiring F 
Finally, we consider costs in the semiring F. As for semirings Nor A, we would like 
to concentrate on the form of costs occurring in strong components of the trace graph. 
However, now there are several possibilities how the cardinality of costs may increase. 
We have, in this connection, the following fact. 
Fact 3.13. Assume p~F[x] and b${@, {O}}. Then #(ph[b])>h for eoery hgF+J or 
#(ph[b])= # (p[b]) and one ofthefo/lowing statements hold: 
l p=a or p=aux for some aEF, 
l p=a+j.x where #a=1 and j=l, 
l p=a+j.x where #a=l, j>l and #b=l. 
Moreover, we need the following simple observation about polynomials from 
N”‘[X,]. 
Fact 3.14. Let m1,m2 be polynomials in N”‘[XJ and a,,j, uz,j~Nsuch that u,,~ #a2,j 
for jeC1, kl. 1. mlCa,cI,,I,... ,ap(k),kl=m2Ca,(,,,,,... ,q,(k),J for all mappings 
p:[l,k]+{l,2} then m,=mz. 
Assume M = (A, c) is an F-cost automaton with A =(Q, C, 6, QF). For ~EQ, define M, 
as the F-cost automaton obtained from M by replacing the set QF of accepting states 
with {q). M has property (F) iff 
(F) every strong component Q’ of G(A) is of one of the following three types: 
TypeI: Q”:(qEQI #M4<1}. 
Type II: For every edge (q, (z, j), qj) in Q’ with z=(q, a,q, . . . qk), c(t)=xjup 
for some polynomial p in which Xj does not occur and where # (c(A,,)) < cc for 
every Xi occurring in p. 
Type III: for every edge (q, (z, j ), qj) in Q’ with t = (q, a, q1 . . qk), c(5) = xj + p, 
wherep=H+C:=, &i.xiwith #H=l, Ej=Oand #MqL<l forevery Xioccur- 
ring in p. 
Property (F) collects situations considered “harmless” w.r.t. to pumping. Consider 
state q of strong component Q’ together with a proper (q, q)-computation 41 #x1 and 
a q-computation +2. Whenever Q’ is of type I, clearly the cardinality of ~(4: $2) is at 
most one for every k. If Q’ is of type II, property (F) ensures that for every k, ~(4: c$~) 
is contained in CUB for some finite set B. Finally, if Q’ is of type III, then (at least 
provided M is parameter-reduced) the values of ~(4: $J~) may be different but all have 
the same cardinality. 
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Opposed to properties (N) and (A), it is not at all clear that property(F) can be 
decided in polynomial time. Also, property(F) only characterizes boundedness of 
M provided M is in a special normal form. 
A state qEQ is called constant iff c(4) = ~(4’) for every two q-computations 4 and 4’. 
Let Const(A,c) denote the set of all constant states, and define a function 
c: Const(A, c)+F by c(q)=B iff c(~)=B for some q-computation 4. A state qEQ is 
called l-constant iff q is constant and #c(q) < 1. The set of all l-constant states of A is 
denoted by Const, (A, c). M =(A, c) is called l-strongly reduced iff M is parameter- 
reduced and Const,(M)n[Q\Q,] G U@(M). It turns out that at least the set of 
l-constant states can be computed in polynomial time. This gives rise to Proposi- 
tion 3.15 which guarantees that we may assume w.1.o.g. always that the cost automata 
in question are l-strongly reduced. The subsequent two propositions provide the two 
crucial subroutines necessary to decide property (F), namely, an algorithm deciding 
whether or not for a given F-cost automaton M =(A, c), #c(A)< co (Proposi- 
tion 3.16) and an algorithm deciding whether or not for a given F-cost automaton M, 
#M d 1 (Proposition 3.17). 
Proposition 3.15. For every parameter-reduced F-cost automaton M = (A, c), a l- 
strongly reduced F-cost automaton M, =(A,, c,) can be constructed in polynomial time 
such that L(A)=L(A,) and c(A)=c,(A,). 
Proof. First, we compute the l-constant states. The algorithm doing so is a special 
instance of grammar flow analysis as introduced in [6]. 
Let A =(Q, C, 6, QF). Without loss of generality, assume M is already parameter- 
reduced and ~EQ~ implies f # qj for every (q, a, ql,. . . , q&6. Assume R is the ordered 
semiring with carrier {J_, ERR, 8} u { {i> 1 ieN,} where the ordering is given by 
I < 8< ERR and I < (i} <ERR for iGNO; addition is u defined by 
ERRux=xuERR=ERR, Iux=xul=l provided x#ERR, @JX=XU~=X, 
xux=x, and {x>u{ y} = ERR provided x #y. Multiplication is defined by 
@+x=x+@=@, 1+x=x+1=1 wheneverxf0, ERR+x=x+ERR=ERR when- 
ever x$(0, I >, and {x} + { yj = {x + y>. Note that both addition and multiplication of 
R are indeed monotone (and hence even continuous). There is a semiring morphism 
(I) : F+ R defined by A”= A if # A < 1 and A” = ERR otherwise. 
Consider the trace graph G(A) = (V, E) and define a map OUT : V-+R as the least 
upper bound of mappings OUT,, ieN,, where 
and 
OUT,(q) = I; 
OUTi( u E(z)COUTi-l(q,),..., OUTi_ 1 (qk)] for i > 0. 
~=(q,%q*...q,)~~ 
We have: 
(1) qEQ is 1 -constant iff OUT(q) # ERR. 
(2) OUT(q)=c(q) whenever q&onst,(M). 
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The map OUT(_) can be computed from M by a RAM in polynomial time which can 
perform additions and multiplications in No in constant time. The values of OUT(_) 
different from ERR or 8 are bounded by 2. H. k” where k is the maximal degree of 
a polynomial c(5) and H is the maximal occurring coefficient in N 0. Hence, the lengths 
of the values are polynomial in the input size. Therefore, the algorithm when imple- 
mented on a Turing machine also runs in polynomial time. 
Now, define A,=A and c, as follows. Assume T=(q, a, ql. . q&b. If qEQFn 
Const,(M) then c,(z)=c(q). If qsConst,(M)\Q, then c,(q)=@ Otherwise, 
c,(~)=c(z)[s~,...,s~] where 
Sj = 
C(qj) if qjECOIlSt,(M) 
xj otherwise. cl 
Proposition 3.16. It can be decided in polynomial time for an F-cost automaton 
M =(A, c) whether or not #c(A))< co. 
Proof. There is a semiring morphism Z: F+A given by n(B)= UbeB b. Define M,= 
(A, c,) as the A-cost automaton where cn= 7tc. We have: # (c(A))< co iff # U{C(~) 1 qb 
accepting} < co iff u {X ~(4) 14 accepting} < cc iff u M,< co. Since the latter can be 
decided in polynomial time by Theorem 3.4, we are done. q 
Proposition 3.17. It can be decided in polynomial time for a given parameter-reduced 
F-cost automaton M whether or not #M d 1. 
Putting Propositions 3.16 and 3.17 together, we immediately find that property (F) 
can indeed be decided in polynomial time. 
Corollary 3.18. It can be decided in polynomial time whether or not a l-strongly reduced 
F-cost automaton M has property (F). 
Proof of Proposition 3.17. The method we apply here is inspired by techniques used in 
[9] when dealing with single-valued transducers. Especially, we learn from [9] that we 
may find a simple syntactical characterization of #M < 1 provided M is in a special 
normal form, namely, it is l-strongly reduced. 
Assume M =(A, c) is parameter-reduced. M has property (Ul) iff 
(Ul) For every t=(q,a,q,...qk)E6, c(s)=@ or c(z)=jh)+~~=l&j.Xj for some 
hEN, and cj~Njo. 
Clearly, it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not M has 
property (Ul). We claim: 
Assume M is l-strongly reduced. Then #M d 1 iff M has property (Ul). (*) 
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By Proposition 3.15, we may assume w.1.o.g. that M is 1 -strongly reduced. There- 
fore, claim (*) implies Proposition 3.17. It remains to prove claim (*). If M has 
property (Ul) then clearly #M G 1. For the converse implication, assume #M d 1 
and all coefficients occurring in the image of 6 have cardinality at most 1. Thus (by 
ignoring set brackets) we can view the occurring monomials as polynomials from 
N(l) [X]. For a contradiction, assume some r = (q, a, q1 . . qk)& exists such that c(z) = 
ml u ... u m, for monomials mi where, e.g., ml #m2. Consider a variable xj occurring 
either in m, or m2. Since M is l- s rongly reduced and #M d 1 by assumption there t 
are qj-ComputatiOnS 4l.j and 42,j such that C(~l,j)#C(~z,j). Thus, Fact 3.14 implies 
that some computation 4 = r(4,, . , c#I~) exists with ml [c(4,), . . . , c(q!~~)] # 
m2Cc(h),... ,c(&)] and hence, #c(4)> 1. By parameter-reducedness of M and 
Fact 2.1(2), this contradicts #M d 1. We conclude that M has property (Ul) when- 
ever #M<l. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem of this subsection. 
Theorem 3.19. For a l-strongly reduced F-cost automaton M =(A, c) thefollowing three 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is bounded, 
(2) M has property (F), 
(3) #Md 
i 
[(L+ l).n.(Hn+ l)]” if k= 1, 
[(,r+l)k.2~.~.k”]k” if k> 1, 
where n is the number of states of A, L is the rank of the input signature, H and k are 
upper bounds for the elements of the coefficients and degrees of polynomials occurring 
in c, respectively. 
It can be decided in polynomial time whether or not a given F-cost automaton M is 
bounded. 
Proof. Provided the characterization of boundedness by property (F) holds, the 
decidability result follows from Proposition 3.15 and Corollary 3.18. It, therefore, 
suffices to show equivalence of statements (l)-(3). 
(3) trivially implies (1). To prove that (1) implies (2) we build on Fact 3.13. If for 
every state q in every strong component of A, M,< 1, then clearly #M < co. There- 
fore, assume that Q’ is a strong component of A where for some state qEQ’ (and, 
hence, by parameter-reducedness of M, for every state of Q’), #M,> 1. Consider an 
edge (q, (t, j), qj) in Q’ where r = (q, a, q1 . . . q&d. We claim that c(z) is of one of the 
forms occurring in strong components of Types II or III. 
By parameter-reducedness of M, computations #i, 43 exists where 41 is a proper 
(f; q)-computation for some f~Qr such that ~(4~) depends on xi, and $3 is a 
q-computation with #~(4~)> 1. Thus, especially, c(+~)${@, {O}}. By parameter- 
reducedness of M, a proper (q, q)-computation 42 = z($~, . . , +bk) exists where j is 
prefix of the occurrence of xi in 42 and c($j) depends on xi. We prove our claim by 
contradiction. We distinguish several cases. 
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Case 1: c(z)=mup for some polynomial p and a monomial 
m=H+ i Ei’xi. 
i=l 
Case 1.1: #H > 1 or m depends on some xi, i # j, where # Mgz > 1. In the latter case, 
we may choose Gi in such a way that # c($i) > 1. It follows that ~(4~)= m’uq for some 
monomialm’=H’+s.xl where #H’>l.If #H’>l thenforeveryh>l, #[k.H’]>k. 
Therefore, 
We conclude by Fact 2.1 that for every h 3 1, # ~(#r4:4~) > h, which contradicts the 
boundedness of M. 
Case 1.2: Ej>l. Then c(4z)=m’uq with m’=H’+~x~ where s>cj>l. Therefore, 
since #c(4,)> 1. Again we conclude that M cannot be bounded. 
Case 2: Case 1 does not hold for any edge in Q’ but c(r)=m, um,up for distinct 
m,=H,+C~=, E,,i’ xi where #H,,= 1 and E,,~= 1 for v= 1,2, and #M,,= 1 for every 
i#jwithcv,i#O.Let.l={i#jI ml umz depends on xi}. Since M is l-strongly reduced, 
no state qi, iE J, can be l-constant. Without loss of generality, we can assume that we 
can find for every ig J, qi-computations $i, 1 and $i,z such that c($i,r)#C($i,2) with 
# c($i,,)= 1. By ignoring set brackets we can view the monomials m, as polynomials 
from N(‘)[X]. Therefore, we can apply Fact 3.14. We deduce that tii, i# j, can be 
chosen such that c(T($~ ,... , It/j_ 1, xl, *j+ 1, . . . , $k)) contains some monomial H + x1, 
v=1,2,wheren,,n,~Handn,#n,. Since case 1 does not hold, we can choose rc/j such 
that ~(4~) contains a monomial H’+x, with H’#@ Hence, for 4=~($,,... ,$k), 
c(&)=H+H’+x,uq’ 
for some polynomial q’ where # [H + H’] b #H 3 2. Now the same argumentation as 
for case 1.1 shows that M cannot be bounded: contradiction. 
Case 3: Neither case 1 nor case 2 holds for any edge in Q’ but c(z)=mup for some 
polynomial p #8 independent of xj where m = {n} + xj with n #O. If neither case 1 nor 
case 2 holds for any edge in Q’, then ~(~~)={n’} +xluB for some B#$!I with n’#O. 
Hence for k > 0, 
h-l 
c($,)~= u {i~n’}+Bu(k~n’}+x,. 
i=O 
We conclude that # [~(4;4~)] 3 k, giving a contradiction with #M < co. 
Case 4: Neither case 1 nor case 2 nor case 3 holds for some edge in Q’ but c(z)= 
x,up for some polynomial p#fl which does not depend on xj but on some xi 
with #c(A,,)= co. Then we can find a sequence $i, . . . , $*, . . of qi-computations 
such that c($?) contains some x>r. By parameter-reducedness of M, a proper 
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(q, qiq)-computation 4z exists such that ~(4~) =pl up, where xi only occurs in pi, and 
x2 only occurs in p2. 
For every h > 0, we construct an accepting computation 4(h) by iterating C#J~ h times 
and inserting computations pi into the different instances of q%2. Precisely, define 
@h’=&J (h) where J(O) = d3 and for i > 0, $@I - $2 [$r, JCi- “1 where r is larger than 
the maximal element in pzc($(i-‘) ). Since p1 depends on x~,P~c($~) also contains 
an element x 2 r which therefore is not in p2(~ “(i- “). Hence, we have # c($‘“‘) > 0, and 
for i>O, 
# c(J’i’, = # c(& [GI, $- “1) 
= # cP1wr))uP2(4~“- “))I 
3 1+ #p2(c@p))) 
31+#c(~“-“)>l+(i-l)=i. 
Since xl occurs in c(4,), we conclude that for all h>O, 
# C(&(h)) = # [c(~,)c(~‘h’)l > h 
in contradiction to #M < co. 
This finishes the proof of our claim. It remains to prove that cost polynomials of 
both forms xjup and H+C, si’xi cannot occur within the same strong component. 
So, assume we are given edges (q, (z,j),qj) and (p, (r’, j’),pj,) in Q’ where r= 
(q,a,q, . . . q,J, 7’ = (P, b, ~1. . . pl)~d with c(t) = Xjup such that p #@ does not depend on 
xj and c(r’)= {n} +Ci si’ xi such that sj = 1. Since M is parameter-reduced, computa- 
tions #1,42,#3,+4 of A exist such that 4l is a proper (f; q)-computation for some 
f~Qr, q52 is a proper (q, p)-computation with &(E) = r, 43 is a proper (p, q)-computa- 
tion with 43(~)=r’, and C#J~ is a q-computation with c(~~)${O, (0) ). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that c(&~)=x~ UB for some B#O, and 
~(4~) contains a monomial m = H + xl for some H$ (0, (0)). It follows that ~(4~4~) = 
H’+xl uB’ for some B’#@. But then analogous to cases 1 and 3, we can deduce that 
# M cannot be finite in contradiction to the boundedness of M. Thus, statement (1) of 
the theorem implies statement (2). 
It remains to prove that (2) implies the upper bound for #M given by statement (3). 
First observe that rr: F-+A given by z(B)= UboB b such that # (c(A,))< co, implies 
that #M,< Hn + 1 in case k = 1 and #M, < 2. H. k” otherwise. 
Secondly, observe that # (A uB) d #A + #B and #(A + B) < #A. #B. These 
observations allow similar calculations as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 which gives the 
desired result. 0 
4. Multidimensional cost automata 
Although cost functions as considered so far may suffice for a lot of interesting cases 
(see e.g. the examples in the introduction), MS-evaluations in general give rise to 
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multidimensional cost functions [l]. Therefore, in this section, we extend our methods 
to the multidimensional case. We succeed in proving results concerning boundedness 
at least in case of the semirings N and A. 
For the following, we fix a dimension dE N. Let now X denote the doubly indexed set 
of variables (xi,jligN, jE[l,d]}, and Xk={~~,~Ii~[l,k], je[l,d]) for every kEI+J. 
Assume A = (Q, C, 6, QF) is an FTA and R denotes a semiring. A d-dimensional R-cost 
function for A is a mapping c:G+RIXld where c(t)~R[X,l~ provided t=(q,a,q, . . . qk). 
c(_) is extended to computations C$ in the natural way. If 4 = Xj then c(4), = xj,p for 
all p~~[l,d]. (As usual, we write the pth component of c(_) as c(_),.) If 4=z(4r,... ,A,) 
for some r&i then c(4) = c(r)[c(~$,), .. . , c(@,)] where substitution is extended to 
tuples in the natural way. 
An R-cost automaton M of dimension d is a pair M = (A, c) where A is the FTA 
underlying M, and c : 6+R [Xld is a d-dimensional R-cost function for A. 
The size of M again consists of the size of A together with the space to represent c. 
Hence, we define IMI=IAI+~,,,~~=, Ic(Z)jI. 
In case RE{N, T, A, F}, we may define the set of R-costs of M, c(A), by 
e(A) = (c(4)i I 4 accepting computation of A}. 
Accordingly, for REIN, A, T}, UM = u c(A) is the least upper bound for R-costs of 
M. The notions of E-reducedness and E-parameter-reducedness can be extended to 
d-dimensional cost automata in a straightforward way. Especially, instead of sets of 
states U,(M), we need sets of states U~,,,,.,,,,~(M) for every d-tuple (ri,... ,T~)E 
(Eu(~})~ where symbol I denotes a cost # E. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume R is a semiring and E G R is faithful via H : R-+R’ with OEE. Then 
the following holds: 
(1) For every d-dimensional R-cost automaton M =(A, c) with n states there is an 
E-reduced R-cost automaton M, =(A,, c,) such that 
l L(A) = L(A,) and c(A) = c,(A,); 
l A, has at most (#R’)d.n states and IM,161MI.(#R’)dL; 
l M, can be constructed by a RAM in polynomial time. 
(2) For every E-reduced R-cost automaton M =(A, c) with n states there is an E- 
parameter-reduced R-cost automaton M, = (A,, c,,) such that 
l L(A) = L(A,) and c(A) = c,(A,); 
l A, has at most 2d.n states and IM,I<IMI.2d; 
l M, can be constructed by a RAM in polynomial time. 
From Theorem 4.1 we deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. (1) For RE{N, A, T}, it can be decided for a given d-dimensional R-cost 
automaton M =(A, c) and rnEN in time polynomial in 1 MI and m, whether or not 
UM<m. 
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For fixed mEN, it can be decided for a given d-dimensional F-cost automaton 
M =(A, c) in polynomial time whether or not c(A) c 2[“,m-11. 
(2) Let Re{N, T, A, F}. For every R-cost automaton M =(A, c), a parameter-reduced 
R-cost automaton M,=(A,, cP) can be constructed in polynomial time with L(A)= 
L(A,) and c(A) = cp(A,). 
4.1. The semiring N 
In this subsection we consider again costs in the semiring N. So, let M =(A, c) be an 
N-cost automaton of dimension d where A = (Q, C, 6, Qr). Without loss of generality 
we may assume M is parameter-reduced. 
Fact 4.3. Assume p 1, . . . ,pd ure nonconstant polynomials in N[X,,,] such that some 
polynomial pj exists that depends on xI,j, for eueryj’E[l,d]. Let b=(bI,...,bd)ENd 
where bj> 1 for all j. Then either (1) or (2) is true: 
(1) For every j, pj =xl,j, for some j’E [l, d]. 
(2) There exists some je [l, d] such that for every keN, p”[b&> k for some nEN. 
Proof. By Fact 2.1 and induction on k, we find that for every js [l, d], pj[pkP1 [b]] > 1. 
Moreover, pj[pk-1[b]]>pj,[pk-2[b]] p rovided at least one of the following three 
properties holds: 
(*l) Some j, #j’ exists such that xr,j, occurs in pj as well. 
(*2) pj contains two monomials in which Xr,j, occurs. 
(*3) pj=h,+h,‘x”,,j, such that either h,>O, h, > 1 or E> 1. 
If no polynomial pj has one of the properties (*i) for some j’ then Fact 4.3 holds. 
Therefore, assume that polynomial pj exists such that at least one of the properties (*i) 
holds for some j’. Let G denote the directed graph G =( V, E) with I’= [l, d] and 
E={(j’,j)lpjdepends on Xi,j,} as set ofedges. 
Since no polynomial is constant and every x,,j, occurs in some pj, every node j’ is 
source of an edge (j’, j). It follows that a strong component of G can be reached from 
every node. We mark all edges (j’, j) in G where for pj and j’ one of properties (*l), (*2) 
or (*3) holds. Assume every strong component of G has no marked edge. It follows 
that every node in a strong component has indegree 1. Hence, G consists of a disjoint 
set cycles which means that G has no marked edge at all in contradiction to our 
assumption. Hence, G contains some cycle with a marked edge. This cycle has some 
length rEN. Assume j is a node on this cycle. It follows that ~(~+‘)‘~[b]j > pk”[blj for 
all k. Hence, p”[blj>k for n=k.r. 0 
The d-dimensional N-cost automaton M = (A, c) has property (N) iff 
(N) For every edge (4, (T, j), 4’) of a strong component of the trace graph G(A) and 
,uE[~, d], c(r),=0 or c(~)~=x~,, for some v~[l, d]. 
Clearly, it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not M has property (N). 
Now, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.4. Assume M = (A, c) is a parameter-reduced N-cost automaton of dimension d. 
The following three statements are equivalent: 
(1) UM<a, 
(2) M has property (N), 
(3) UMG 
i 
[(L+l).H]” if k=l, 
[(L+ l)k.H]k” if k> 1, 
where n is the number of states of A, L is the rank of C, H is an upper bound to the 
coefJicients of polynomials occurring in c(6) and k is an upper bound to the degree of 
these polynomials. 
It can be decided in polynomial time whether or not u M is jinite. 
Proof. Assume M does not have property (N). Then there is an accepting computa- 
tion 4 = $1$2$3 for proper (f, q)-computation $1, proper (q, q)-computation ti2 and 
q-computation ti3 such that c($,)~$ (0) UX for some j. Assume S c [ 1, d] is the set of 
all j such that c($~)~ #O. Since M is parameter-reduced, all polynomials C(~2)j, jES, 
are nonconstant, and some jES exists for every j/ES, such that c($~)~ depends on x~,~,. 
Therefore, we can apply Fact 4.3 to (C($)j)jss. By assumption, this tuple of poly- 
nomials does not have property (1) of Fact 4.3. We conclude that somejeS exists such 
that for every k>O, c(~‘~~~)~=(c(~*)~c(~~))~ > k for some nEN. Since M is para- 
meter-reduced, c($r)i depends on x i,j. Hence, c($r+Gti& =c($1)1e($n2$3)>k and 
UM cannot be finite. Therefore, (1) implies (2). 
Assume 4 is an accepting computation of A. Then a tree VE Tz with depth(v) < n and 
a recursive decomposition E of 4 exists where E is given by 40 = $Oz,($,l,. . . , +,m,), 
oeO(v), with C$ = 4E such that for every o~O(v), Go is a proper (qO, q,)-computation for 
some q,EQ. If M has property (N) then for all o~O(v), c(~,)j either equals 0 or Xl,j’ for 
some j’E[l, d]. This implies the upper bound given in (3). Since (3) trivially implies (1) 
this finishes the proof. q 
4.2. The semiring A 
In this subsection, we consider again costs in the semiring A. So, let M = (A, c) be an 
A-cost automaton of dimension m where A = (Q, C, 6, QF). Without loss of generality 
we assume M is parameter-reduced. 
For dealing with semiring A, we have to extend the notion of a monomial 
expression of a computation to the multidimensional case. A monomial expression (in 
short: expression) of a (q, q1 . . . qk) computation 4 #xj now is a mapping 0 : o+ 
MR [X][‘3d1 with OcO(4) such that: 
(1) ForrEO,d(r)=xjimpliesthata(r)i=-cc orc$r)i=xj,i.Otherwise,a(r)i=-oo 
or a( is a monomial of 4(r)i. The set of i where o(r)i# - cc is also called domain 
dom(a(r)) of c(r). 
(2) EEO. If rE0 and for vEdom(a(r)), c(r),=h,+CLy_l ~V,~~Xj,,,,~,,, then rjE0 iff 
. 
J=J~.~ for some v and K with a,,, #O. The domain of a(rj) is {iVI,K,I j,,,,. = j}. 
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As for dimension 1, the set of all expressions of q5 is denoted by ME(+). The domain 
of an expression cs is again referred to as O(a). The monomial c$Y)~ is the monomial 
chosen by CJ at r and i. For rEO(a) and iEdom(o(r)), define the cost c(r)i for re0 and 
iedom(cr(r)) inductively as follows: If 4(r) = xj then c(r)i = xj,i provided iEdom(c(r)) 
and c(r)i=-a otherwise. If o(r)i=hi+CE=, s~‘Xjx,i, with E,>O then c(r)i= 
hi+CE=l EK~~(r.L)il(. 
Finally, let C(D)i=C(s)i. Again we have 
C(4):= u (c(a); I ogle). 
As for in the l-dimensional case, monomial expressions can be composed and 
decomposed in correspondence to the underlying computations. 
Fact 4.5. Assume pl,. . . , pd are nonconstant polynomials from A [XI] such that some pj 
existsforeueryj’E[l,d] such thatpjdependsonxl,jz. Let b=(bI,...,bd)$(-~,O}d. 
Then either (1) or (2) is true: 
(1) For every jg[l, d], every monomial of pj either equals some hEA\ { -a} or 
xl,j’ for some j’F[l, d]. 
(2) There exists some jE[l, d] such that for every kEA, p”[b]j > k for some nEN. 
Proof. By Fact 2.1 and induction on k, we find that for every jg[l, d], pj[pk-’ [b]] >O. 
Let rn=H+xf=, Ei’Xi,i be a monomial Of pj and j’E[l, d] such that Xl,j’ occurs in 
m (i.e. sj.>O). Then m[pk-l[b]]>pk-l[b]j, p rovided at least one of the following 
three properties hold: 
(*l) Some j, #j’ exists such that xi,j, occurs in m as well. 
(*2) Ej’ > 1. 
(*3) H>O. 
If for polynomial pj, no monomial m of pj and j’E[l, d], one of the properties (*i) 
holds then alternative (1) of Fact 4.5 is true. Therefore, assume that some polynomial 
pj exists such that pj, some monomial m of pj and some j’E[l, d] exist for which at 
least one of the properties (*i) holds. Since m[pk-l[b]] spj[p”-‘[b]], we deduce in 
this case that also pj[pk-’ [b]] >pk-l[b]j). Let G denote the directed graph 
G =( Z’, E) with V= ((j, m) 1 m monomial Of pj} and E = {((m’, j’), (m, j)) 1 m depends 
on Xl,j’ } as set of edges. 
Since no polynomial is constant and every x l,j occurs in some pi,, every node 
(m, j) is source of an edge ((m, j), (mo, j,)). It follows (similar to the case of Nin the 
last subsection) that a strong component can be reached from every node. We mark all 
edges ((m’, j’), (m, j)) in G where form and j’ one of properties (*l), (*2) or (*3) holds. 
Assume no strong component of G contains a marked edge. Again, it follows that 
every node in a strong component has indegree 1. Hence, G consists of a disjoint set 
cycles which means that G has no marked edge at all in contradiction to our 
assumption. Hence, G contains some cycle with a marked edge. This cycle has some 
length rEN. Assume (m, j) is a node on this cycle. It follows that pCk+‘)“[blj >pk”[blj 
for all k. Hence, p”[b]j > k for n= k. r. q 
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The d-dimensional A-cost automaton M has property (A) iff 
(A) For every edge (q, (z, j), q’) of a strong component of the trace graph G(A) and 
every PECl, 4, C(~),=Pu UieJ Xfl,i for some J E [l, d] and polynomial 
p which does not contain variables Xj,i for any i. 
Clearly, it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not A4 has property (A). 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. Assume M = (A, c) is a parameter-reduced A-cost automaton of dimension 
d. The following three statements are equivalent: 
(1) UM<a, 
(2) M has property (A), 
where n is the number of states of A, H is an upper bound to the coefficients of 
polynomials occurring in c(6) and k is an upper bound to the degree of these polynomials. 
It can be decided in polynomial time whether or not UM is finite. 
Proof. Assume M does not have property (A). Then there is an accepting computa- 
tion 4 = $1$2$3 for proper (f; q)-computation $r, proper (q,q)-computation $* and 
q-computation $3 such that C(~2)j contains a monomial which is neither a constant 
nor some variable xI,j.. Assume Ss[l, d] is the set of all j such that C($z)j# -co. 
Since M is parameter-reduced, all polynomials C(~z)j, YES, are nonconstant, and 
some YES exists for every j’ES, such that C(~z)j depends on xr,j,. Therefore, we can 
apply Fact 4.5 to (e(t+Q)j)j~s~ By assumption, this tuple of polynomials does not have 
Property (1) of Fact 4.5. We conclude that some jES exists such that for every k >O, 
c($;IC/~)~ =(c($~)“c($~))~ > k for some neN. Since M is parameter-reduced, c($r)r 
depends on x 1 ,j . Hence, c($~$;$~)~ =c($1)1c($;$3)>k; and UM cannot be finite. 
Therefore, (1) implies (2). 
Assume 4 is an accepting computation of A. Then a tree VE TX with depth(v) < n and 
a recursive decomposition of 4 exists given by 40 = $Oz,(~,I,. . . , $J,,,), o~O(v), with 
4 = 4E such that for every o~O(v), $0 is a proper (qO, q,)-computation for some qoeQ. 
Assume g is a monomial of 4. Then the recursive decomposition of 4 gives rise to 
a recursive decomposition of o, cr, = abmO(aol,. . . , gem,), 0~0, where 0 is a suitable 
subset of O(v) with EEO such that oE=rr and dom(c,)= { l}, ~(0;)~ =Xl,j, for some j’ 
whenever 0~0, oiE0 iff some xr,j, occurs in m,, and ooi = (- ~0)~ whenever oi$O. This 
implies that c(a)r is bounded in accordance with statement (3). Since ~(4)~ = 
U {MI I =ME(+)), th’ 1s implies (3). Since (3) trivially implies (l), this finishes the 
proof. 0 
Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 give efficient versions of the result of Habel et al. [S] proving 
that boundedness of costs is decidable. Note that Habel et al. prove a somewhat 
stronger result by allowing not only polynomials over N or A but also polynomials 
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where all three operations u, + and . occur. In fact, our methods allow to derive 
a polynomial decision procedure for boundedness of costs also in this slightly more 
general situation. It was for descriptional clarity only that we did not include 
a corresponding result. 
5. Conclusion 
We considered cost automata with cost in several semirings, derived upper bounds 
for bounded costs and gave polynomial-time algorithms to decide boundedness. We 
could not prove results in full generality for all semirings in (N, T, A, F}. Especially, it 
is rather unclear how our results on boundedness for T or F can be extended to the 
multidimensional case. 
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